This four-week credit-bearing programme gives international students an opportunity to study abroad in one of Sweden’s fastest growing cities, Linköping. With its innovative university and great student activities you will have the best experience of your life!

**Join Us this Summer**
Use the QR code to find out more!

**Why Pick LiU?**
- Choose from several high-quality courses and gain cultural awareness
- Study with students from all over the world
- The courses provide insight into LiU’s strong research and education areas
- Great student activities and trips
- Experience Swedish culture

**Courses**
All courses are at bachelor’s level, full-time and worth 7.5 ECTS
- Alternative Energy: the past, present, future, and inventions
- High Tech Meets People Meets Processes: improving quality in health care
- Leadership and Organizational Behaviour in Contemporary Organizations
- Nanotechnology: Sustainable Challenges and Social Impact
- Sweden: Language, Culture and Society
- Superman, Daisy Duck and Tintin: reading and learning in the world of comics
- The Use (and Abuse) of Culture
- To Team Or Not To Team: interprofessional collaboration and learning in health care

**Application Period**
1 February to 25 March 2024

**Programme Period:**
28 June to 27 July 2024 (including arrival and departure days)